Two documents were made so as to provide learners with a combination of technical and artistic aspects of the web designing process in all its phases. Websites that have aesthetic values are more attractive and definitely contribute to the development of taste. Therefore, a good balance between courses offering technical knowledge and skills and those educating web artists is highly important.
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Introduction
This paper deals with the way we started our web design study group. The main objective is to explain the procedure we used to test the students' prior knowledge of web design. Secondly we would like to present the educational program in this field based on our research.
The World Wide Web is nowadays part of our lives. When trying to create functional and attractive sites, web designers meet with difficulties because web design is associated with many other modern disciplines. Besides an extensive knowledge of new web design technologies, the designer should be familiar with usability, accessibility, privacy, and security. We must not, however, forget the artistic aspect of web designing -students ought to study subject areas such as graphic design, form and style, and drawing and painting.
Our survey of curricula from several universities worldwide (see: Additional sources) has shown that web design is not usually found as a separate study group. It is present as one or more courses within other study groups in computer science or information technology departments. Furthermore, the majority of the reviewed courses regarding the Web are mainly based on studying web technologies, programs, and scripts, neglecting the issues mentioned above. Our study group for web design was founded at the Advanced Technical School, Novi Sad in 2004 with an appropriate undergraduate program involving the fundamental knowledge of the abovementioned areas.
The world tendency to do business and a variety of other activities on the Web increases the need for special web design study groups. So, undergraduate studies aiming to educate future web design professionals should be harmonized with modern expectations in order to provide students with knowledge and skills necessary to deal with the complete situation on the Web. Therefore, curriculua and syllabuses should be made according to the needs of the present-day web community and the prior knowledge of students. Since the WWW influences our views regarding the standards of beauty among other things, it is important to educate designers who will be able to contribute to the development of aesthetics in general.
Important Web Issues
Let us first discuss some of the previously mentioned important areas connected with web design.
Usability
As mentioned earlier, the number of people relying on the WWW in their work is rising. Naturally, visitors expect to find useful sites to do business as fast and as comfortably as possible; therefore, usability, which is defined as the visitor's ability to use the site appropriately, is very important. Unfortunately, there are numerous websites with mistakes against usability, since they are partly unusable for the average user. The most common mistakes against usability can be found in Nielsen (2003) . A user investigation in 2004 A user investigation in ("Web usability -the main rules", 2004 shows that about 40% of users never come back to a website after their first unsuccessful attempt. The most common reasons for their disappointment with websites can also be found in this investigation.
According to Powell (2000) , the main web design aspects are purpose, web content, visual elements, and technologies. The basic principle of good web design is a balance between these four aspects, and the designer-to-user correspondence. However, a lot of websites are created without a previously defined purpose. Usually the only motive for their creation is just a reaction to the competition's website. On the other hand, sites with no balance between their function and form can be found on the Web every day. The same source claims the main reasons for this problem are the web designer's inexperience, short deadlines, and the so-called ad-hoc design without adopting any web design models. We believe that these problems occur due to the fact that web design courses are mostly focused on technologies, programs and scripts, as mentioned before.
User-oriented Web Design
One of the worst web designer's mistakes is to create a website without a previous analysis of user needs. Such websites may seem interesting and well designed to their authors, but they are complicated and almost useless for many visitors. Web designers should know that they are to create sites for users, not to show off their web technology knowledge. Therefore, it is advisable to interview users and make an appropriate selection of their desires, for some of them may be unrealistic. The web designer has to decide if user wishes can be met or not. This is very important since the designer is supposed to have a complete control over the situation at every moment. After its publishing, user opinions on a website should be monitored constantly.
Accessibility
Another problem to the web designer to deal with is accessibility. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) (W3C, 1999) by the W3C was the first major effort to establish instructions for accessible design. This standard consists of fourteen guidelines, each with three checkpoint levels to be reached by web designers. Priority 1 checkpoints ensure that the page itself is accessible. Priority 2 checkpoints ensure that certain groups will be able to access information on the web page. Priority 3 checkpoints ensure that all content on the page is completely accessible (See also the Curriculum for Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (W3C, 2000) ). In specific countries, national standards emerged later. Section 508 of the Federal Rehabilitation Act in the U.S. is based on WCAG Priority 1. Common Look and Feel in Canada (Adaptive Computer Technology Training Center, 1999) and Web Guidelines (2005) in the United Kingdom are based on Priorities 1 and 2 from the WCAG. The W3C provides an extensive listing of national standards initiatives.
Apart from the fact that it is obligatory in websites of many governments, accessibility should be widely spread in web designing because it opens the door to information for individuals with disabilities. In addition, all users benefit from accessible web design by getting more usable websites. It is based on up-to-date architecture and design that allow greater flexibility across the site. Accessibility also contributes to a growing market for software, hardware, and web design.
But, how much is web accessibility respected in practice? The authors of this paper tested the accessibility of 50 websites using WebEXACT, the free online service for testing accessibility of web content (http://webxact.watchfire.com/) and the results are given in Table 1 . To be representative and independent, the test was performed in the following manner: Arbitrary terms were chosen from the English vocabulary and typed as keywords in a search engine. To represent the average accessibility situation worldwide, we chose several arbitrary web addresses with different country-coded Top-Level Domains from a results listing. Then the websites were tested by using WebEXACT. As we can see from Table 1 , only 34% of the tested pages satisfy Priority 1 checkpoints meaning that almost 66% of the disabled people have no access to these pages. A completely accessible website, satisfying all checkpoints was not found in our research. Since a relatively small number of websites was examined, our aim is to widen the accessibility investigation in the future. Although we cannot make global conclusions, the obtained results can still be used as a parameter pointing to the necessity to improve accessibility in practice.
Privacy
User confidence is an important issue to companies. Unfortunately, the privacy of many web visitors is jeopardized due to data collecting on pages especially when the GET method of form submission is used, as it is known for its privacy vulnerabilities, and visitor tracking through cookies and web beacons.
A cookie is a file created by a website to store information on the user's computer, like preferences regarding the time when that particular site is visited (Microsoft, 2005) . Cookies can store personally identifiable information that can be used to contact visitors, such as e-mail, home and work addresses, or telephone numbers. There are so-called first-party cookies and third-party cookies. First-party cookies are those left on your machine by the web page you are currently viewing. These cookies are commonly used to store information, e.g. favorite Web visiting hours. Third-party cookies are those left on your machine by a domain other than the one you are currently viewing. For instance, a lot of sites have advertisements from third-party websites and the latter may use cookies. Their common usage is to track the visitor's web preferences for advertising or marketing purposes.
Generally, a web beacon consists of a small string of code that represents a graphic image request on a web page or e-mail ("Web beacon," 2003). There may or may not be a visible graphic image associated with the web beacon and often the image is designed to blend into the background of the web page or e-mail. Web beacons may be delivered from the same or a different domain than the web page or e-mail viewed. They may be used by the party responsible for the web page or email viewed (first-party web beacons) or by the third-party (third-party web beacons).
A privacy statement is frequently insufficient to gain user confidence. The World Wide Web Consortium developed the Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P 1.0, 2003), creating a simple, automated way for users to have more control over the use of personal information in websites they visit. Its basic level, P3P is a standardized set of multiple-choice questions covering all major aspects of the website's privacy polices. Taken together, they present a clear snapshot of how the site handles personal information about its users. P3P enables websites to make this information available in a standard, machine-readable format. It also enables browsers to "read" this snapshot automatically and compare it to the consumer's own set of privacy preferences. P3P enhances user control by putting privacy polices where users can find them, in the form users can understand, and, most importantly, enables users to act on what they see. Any organization wish-ing to increase user confidence should consider implementing P3P ("Why Implement P3P?" 2002).
During the accessibility investigation, we also examined privacy issues of the tested websites. The results clearly state that there are more websites with some sort of user tracking (32%), than those using P3P (8%). Hence, the need to promote user privacy in practice is great.
Security
E-business gives a chance to enlarge company profit and market share, and make new partnerships worldwide. But e-business is associated with a big risk of losing data and user confidence. However, a lot of companies neglect the need to secure information and regard it as waste of time and money. Consequently, they are at risk to lose much more money than is necessary to secure their data system. New computer worms are created every day. Since information travels over the Internet passing through several websites on its way from the sender to the receiver, hackers have a chance to catch the message and change or steal its content. To understand the need of data securing, we will mention the fact that due to computer virus attacks companies worldwide lost US$ 123 million in 2004 ("New Viruses," 2005 ). An example of consequences of a hacker-driven web attack on an Australian bank database in 2001 can be found in Wolley & Young (2001) .
Hackers commonly use software vulnerabilities, and information related to them can be found on the Internet. Therefore, it is important to be informed about the vulnerabilities of company software. Relevant data can be retrieved from the cert-org website ("Vulnerabilities, incidents and fixes," 2005), for instance. Furthermore, software should be updated regularly. Web designers should be familiar with the use of firewalls, secure web page creating by means of client certificates, and many other related topics (Krunic & Ruzic-Dimitrijevic, 2005) . It is also very important for companies to hire website security administrators to look after their information systems.
A lot of companies and organizations create security polices -a set of behavior rules employees have to respect in order to increase data security (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2002 ) . Security policies are based on ISO/IEC 1779 standard concerning data security (ISO 1799 (ISO standard, 2000 . A good source about web security and security polices is (AEB Web Security Guidelines, 2002 ). An example of the security police of UC Berkeley can be found in MacFadden & Katagiri (2003) . Since a web attack can happen in spite of all applied security measures, it is advisable to perform data backup daily. The stored data can be recovered in case of a successful attack. Yet all companies dealing with e-business should be prepared for web attacks and have a plan for data recovering and getting back into business.
The Students' Prior Knowledge Analysis
When the decision was made to start our web design study group, a set of questions was created based on a preliminary list of subjects and available references. According to the information gathered from these sources and investigations carried out in the latter, we selected valid questions from the initial set. Then the test was given to the first year students of graphic design in our School during their computing class. Finally, the obtained data was statistically analyzed on a computer.
We tested 55 students aged 18 -20, and the relation between boys and girls was 30:25. They had all completed secondary school and had computing as a subject. Approximately 90% of them were computer owners, which means they belonged to the middle class.
Since most students use the Internet every day and a lot of data about web design is available on the Web, the curriculum planers for the new web design study group tested the students' prior knowledge to check the relevancy of the appropriate curriculum and syllabus. The results were an important source of information in composing the curriculum. The test done by the freshmen contained 28 questions about web design. In order to increase the test relevancy, questions from different areas like basic web design knowledge, usability, accessibility, privacy, and security were mixed not grouped according to topics. The results reflecting the knowledge of specific web areas are given in Table 2 . The complete list of questions can be found in Appendix 1. Now we will present only a few that were not answered correctly by most students.
A very important usability issue is to mark hyperlinks with the color blue, since visitors expect blue to indicate hyperlinks, but students did not realize the importance of this rule, Figure 1 . Consequently, they had no information about screen readers and head pointers as assistive technologies used by people with disabilities, see Figure 3 . The fact that their total knowledge about accessibility was 22.7% can be explained by the nature of the test consisting of multiple-choice questions, so some of them just guessed the correct answer. Another frequent mistake was related to the question about the security policy. As we can see from Figure 4 , only 4 students answered it correctly. It is also interesting that only a small group of students knew the fact that information travels over the Internet from the sender's computer to the receiver's computer through a dozen locations, Figure 5 . None of the students had heard about P3P, and just three knew the full name of the W3C. Another interesting fact is that 69.1% of them did not know anything about what parts of the website ought to be verified before its publishing, and only 3.63% knew what should be checked. No one had a complete plan of how to develop a web page, while 10.91% had a partial idea about the steps to be taken to make a good web page.
The number of students tested was rather small, and in our further research we would like to examine a much larger group. It would be good to have more questions referring to different subjects that could be divided in several separate tests. Thus we could obtain more precise results regarding these diverse areas. Students could be grouped according to schools they have finished to compare levels of their prior knowledge.
These results emphasized the necessity to introduce a course called Introduction to web design including the following topics: basic web design ideas, usability, accessibility, privacy and security. In addition courses such as Internet Languages and Tools 1& 2, Applied Databases and Multimedia 1&2 are essential because of the techniques and technologies used in designing websites that are to be adopted.
Also, courses like Development of the Internet and Marketing and Design, as well as Typography ought to be incorporated in every curriculum tending to cover basic information about the Internet, role of design in marketing activities, and typographic editing of the website's content.
How We Started Our Web Design Study Group
The Advanced Technical School in Novi Sad has five departments, including the graphic department established ten years ago. It consists of four study groups: graphic engineering, graphic design, web design, and applied photography. Even before the web design group was established, a few students of graphic design took part in the development of the School's site. They were very enthusiastic and successful, and this was actually the reason that determined the faculty and director of the School, PhD B. Nikolić, to open the new study group in 2004.
All principles of the Bologna Declaration were taken into account in creating the curriculum and syllabus for the group, but will not be discussed herein as they can be found in The Bologna Declaration (2000) . This document was signed in June 1999 by ministers of education from about 30 European countries. Its main goal is to create a European space for higher education, in order to enhance the employability and mobility of citizens, and increase the international competitiveness of European higher education. The way to promote the student mobility is the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) designed as a unique system enabling comparison of various educational programs in higher education. It is based on credits that express student workload required to achieve the objectives of a program (60 credits per academic year, 30 per semester) and every individual course within the program.
Our freshmen have different levels of prior knowledge because secondary schools in our country differ significantly regarding their curriculums, syllabuses and equipment. The courses studied in the web design group offer an extensive knowledge of computer science, since modern technologies are widely used in designing. In the first academic year the courses from the computer science area are tailored to provide the students with the basic information about computer uses, as well as word processing (Word), making presentations (PowerPoint), drawing (Corel Draw), and image editing (Photoshop). In this way they get fundamental knowledge in the fields necessary for their further education. During the second year several specialized courses are added introducing the students into the creative process of making websites. Art courses are evenly distributed throughout the first two years of the learning process since web design has its artistic component as well. In the last, third year the fifth semester is almost exclusively reserved for specialist courses dealing with web design. According to the Bologna Declaration all courses last one semester, and students' knowledge is periodically evaluated through tests, essays and examinations. The final mark is a combination of results achieved in all segments of their activities.
The final, sixth, semester is mainly used for practical assignments and work experience. The former include updating and redesigning of our official website, making presentations for the School, production of video materials for conferences organized by our School, etc. Work experience is gained in companies dealing with IT (Internet providers, software companies, TV stations, advertising agencies, publishing companies, etc.) where students can apply their knowledge and learn how such businesses function. Although all faculty members serve as advisors, in the last semester students are assigned to a faculty member who can help them with practical work. The final examination consists of a written paper prepared on a topic suggested by the student, and its public presentation. The chosen topic refers to issues studied in specialist courses and must be approved by head of the graphic department and one member of the faculty, who becomes the student's mentor. The paper and the presentation are assessed by a commission.
We regularly adapt the curriculum and syllabus to provide our students with the knowledge and skills they need, and also inform them about the most up-to-date equipment and applications, and the latest trends in the world of web design. A balanced combination of theory and practice is essential in studying web design. Only those who manage to combine these two things can become good web designers. At the end of their studies our students receive the Bachelor of Engineering degree in Graphics -Web Design. The satisfactory completion of 180 ECTS credits is required for this undergraduate degree. 
Web Design Curriculum

Recommendations
Due to the globalization of Web use nowadays, there is a growing need for specialists in the field of information technology. People have realized the importance of IT careers. Short courses are organized offering training and quick specialization in various IT areas, but there is also a need for systematic and thorough educational programs that provide students with much wider knowledge. Therefore, the starting of the new study group for web design at the Advanced Technical School was a step in the right direction. Students have shown a great interest in this branch of design, and our main objective is to educate well-rounded specialists. If they know all about the basic topics regarding different web issues and technologies, student web designers should be able to solve problems they will meet with as professionals.
We think that it is very important to study what freshmen know before setting up a study group in order to select and create appropriate courses. This is necessary to avoid possible mistakes and rewriting of newly accepted programs. Also, we believe that designers educated on a combination of technical and art courses will significantly raise the quality of design on the Web, as both practical and aesthetic sides are included.
The analysis of accessibility and privacy on the Web, and the specialized courses with their descriptions presented in this paper could serve as guidelines in writing similar curriculums and syllabuses. Since the future brings new technologies and web issues, it is good to revise these documents from time to time. For that purpose, curriculum planners ought to be well-informed about the current situation regarding all aspects of the Web.
Conclusion
Our research, carried out to identify the prior status of students' knowledge of web issues related to web design, was extremely useful in preparing the program for the web design study group. The obtained results gave us a real picture of their insight into the most important questions in this area. In this way we were able to create a suitable curriculum and offer a syllabus with the right content.
In the first year there are courses that introduce students to the world of computing. We insist on all elements that include graphic design and its usage on the Internet. The second year is reserved for the knowledge and skills referring to Internet tools, databases, web design and multimedia. The courses taught in the fifth semester deal with business aspects of web design and its application in different fields. The sixth semester prepares students for the practical implementation of their theoretical knowledge through assignments and work experience in various companies.
We are planning to proceed with our research of certain important web issues in practice. But this time we would like to include a few students in the research team.
Appendix 1
Test on Students' Prior Knowledge a) to group them b) to arrange them evenly c) to form a row or a column 24. EventViewer is used to monitor a) system events in the computer b) events on a chat page c) the visitors' book d) the number of visitors 25. A useful website is a) any website which makes profit b) a website used for doing business c) a website that makes more money than has been spent on its creation 26. Information about the navigation through the website a) irritates visitors b) keeps visitors from leaving the website disappointed c) can be helpful to beginners 27. Information travels over the Internet a) directly from the sender's computer to the receiver's computer b) directly on the relation senderprovider -receiver c) on the relation sender -about ten other locations -receiver 28. In order to prevent a hacker's attack on a computer, it is useful to a) update Windows regularly b) avoid emailing c) install antiviral software
Introduction to Web Design -Basic concepts of web design. Usability and usability errors in websites. Web developing models. Waterfall and the joint design application models. Web design planning: website's purpose, specification, creating user profiles, creating website prototypes, quality testing, etc. User-oriented web design. Classification of users and needs of specified user groups. User opinion analysis and basic user characteristics affecting web design (sight, memory, patience, etc.). Accessible design, W3C accessibility guidelines, and use of automatic accessibility checking software. Website classifications. Different website structures and web design approaches. Website publishing and updating. Methods of website popularization. Web server performances. Security issues: attacks by hackers and viruses, security polices, and information backup. Secure pages, client certificates, firewalls, security events tracking, etc. System recovery after a virus attack. 
Internet Languages and Tools 1 -
